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SUMMARY
The purpose of this document is to provide both
the WEFAX user and the APT user the basic equipments
necessary to convert present equipment to the new SMS
WEFAX frequency. This conversion is simple, and as in all
communication systems, can be accomplished by innumerable
approaches. The approach used for this document assumed
commercial purchase of components and lntegration by
the user into his system. This conversion requires no
modification to existing equipment and is simply an RF
conversion fromS~band to the present VHF frequencies.
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The SMS/GOES spacecraft will transmit at a frequency
of 1690.1MHz. This document describes a technique for
conversion from this S~band frequency to the present VHF
frequency. In order that the user may make his own system
tradeoffs, detailed link analysis is provided. These trade-
offs are necessarily limited to system noise temperature and
antenna size.
Four items will be required for this conversion:
1) S-band antenna, 2) Preamplifier, 3) local oscillator,
4) mixer converter. Since the latter two are standard and
do not present a range of selections that are available for
the antenna, they will be presented first.
The local oscillator and mixer described in this trans-
mittal are commercially available and are presented as a
class of devices, not the only approach.
The local oscillator tested is a Greenray Industries
Inc. Model EY 118BD with a 5mw output at S-band. The salient
specifications are:
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Frequency
RF Power
Input Voltage
Frequency Stability
Spurit)us Outputs
Warm-up Time
Cost
1554.5MHz
5 mw
12 VDC
!.00075% for 0-59°C
Non-Harmonic -60db Min
Harmonic -26db Min
15 min.
$750.00 in units of 1
The mixer converter is a Releom model MIG. It is a
wideband, low noise, double balanced mixer. The
salient specifications are:
Noise Figure
Isolation
Cost
7.5db max
40 db
$200 in units of 1
A wide selection of preamplifiers is available with
noise figures ranging from less than 3db for an uncooled
parametric device to less than 8db for an inexpensive
transistor amplifier. A typical S-band preamplifier
would be the Aertech Model 4658N (type N connectors)
transi~tor amplifier with the following salient character-
istics.
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Noise figure 6/0db
Frequency range 1 to 28Hz
VSWR 2.5 to 1
ldb gain compreSSlon +lOdbm
Voltage +20V DC
Cost $538 In units of 1
The antenna must be selected as a function of station
location and system margin desired. Figure 1 provides
the elevation and azimuth angles as a function of
station location. Figure 2 is a plot of antenna size
as a function of elevation angle.
The link analysis and system margln is predicated
on a system noise figure of 6dbCtemperature of 860 degrees
kelvin). The detailed link budget is given in Table 1.
The cost to convert to the SMS frequency is given
for 1 each purchase and will definitely be reduced for
quantity buys. As an example, the mixer price is
$144 in lots of 10 to 24 and $170 in lot~ of 5 to 9.
Antenna $ 825 (10 foot) $510 (8 foot)
Preamp 538 538
Mixer 200 200
LO 750 750
TOTAL $2,313 $1,998
These antenna prices are quotations from a number of
manufacturers (Andrew Prodelin, Mark, etc.).
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Tables -
Table 1 - S-Band WEFAX Link Near Earth Edge
Figures -
Figure 1. Longitude Degrees from Subsatellite
Point
Figure 2. Elevation to Spacecraft (Degrees)
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SMS
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WEFAX
APT
- SYNCRHONOUS METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
- GEOSTATIONARY OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE
- WEATHER FACSIMILE
- AUTOMATIC PICTURE TAKE
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TABLE I
S-BAND WEFAX LINK NEAR EARTH EDGE
SPACECRAFT TRANSMITTER POWER
ANTENNA FEED LOSS
ANTENNA GAIN (ON AXIS)
SPACECRAFT EIRP
OFF-BEAM LOSS
PATH LOSS
POLARIZATION LOSS
RECEIVE ANTENNA GAIN (10')
POINTING LOSS
RECEIVE LOSSES
RECEIVED SIGNAL LEVEL
RECEIVER NOISE DENSITY (860 0 K)
RECEIVED CARRIER/NOISE DENSITY
REQUIRED CARRIER/NOISE DENSITY
MARGIN
7
+42.2 dBm
- 3 . 3 dB
+17.3 dB
+56.2 dBm
-
2 . 2 dB
-189.3 dB
- 0.2 dB
+::l2.1 dB
- o. 5 dB
-"
-
2.0 dB
-106.2 dBm
-169.3 dBm/Hz
+63.1 dB.Hz
+57.0 dB.Hz
+6.1dB
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